
R
emember when you needed a progressive controller, window

switch, timing retard, WOT switch, and all sorts of other electronics

for your nitrous system? Well, with Holley EFI, those days are

behind us. I can’t tell you how many times I’ve looked inside a racecar and the

passenger footwell looks like Kirk Hammett’s studio pedalboard. Just like a

metal guitar player, drag racers will swear by these electronics. However, each

piece means more wiring, more weight, and more complication. What

happens when the nitrous isn’t arming? Is it the controller, the window switch,

the WOT switch, the solenoid? In a world where consistency and reliability

mean everything, the appeal of an all-in-one system is obvious. 
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Curt Burrell’s ’96 Cobra uses a re-sleeved Teksid block with a stock
crank, Diamond pistons, DSS H-beam rods, and a DSS main support
system. The 305ci mill has “B” head ported by JDC Engineering, stock
cams, and Cometic MLS head gaskets to take big boost. By switching
to the Holley Dominator ECU, the factory coils were traded for Holley
DIS coils plugged into Ford Racing wires and NGK BR7EF spark plugs.

Adding nitrous to a blown,
4-valve Mod motor is easier
than ever with Holley EFI.
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According to the folks at Holley EFI and Redline
Motorsports, a more streamlined setup was the right
choice for Curt Burrell’s ’96 Cobra. It previously ran a
non-intercooled boost setup that went 9.77 at 144mph.
The Mod motor has been punched out to 305cid, using
a Darton MID wet-sleeved Teksid block (3.70-in. bore),
and fitted with forged Diamond pistons, DSS H-beam
rods and a girdle. The 9.5:1 compression motor uses 
4-valve “B” heads ported by Jon Carls at JDC
Engineering with AFM valve springs and factory cams.
The supercharger setup includes an Innovators West

A Vortech YSi supercharger is spun
by an Innovators West 8-rib, 10%

overdrive balancer and Gates green
belt to achieve 30psi at 8,000rpm.

The modified Cobra intake has
been outfitted with
Aeromotive fuel rails and
Holley 160 lb/hr injectors to
supply enough E85 to keep up
with the YSi. For cooling, two
Holley 1,000cc water/meth
solenoids are plumbed into the
intake path just prior to the
Accufab throttle body, which
are also controlled by the
Holley EFI. Bottom right, you
can also see where the nitrous
nozzle enters the air stream.
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The NOS Sniper nitrous solenoid
was mounted behind the shock
tower, next to the Aeromotive

fuel pressure regulator. The
nitrous system was run dry, so
that it didn’t put any strain on

the twin Dominator fuel pumps
and fueling would more

precisely match the nitrous. 
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10% overdrive 8-rib balancer to spin a Vortech YSi
supercharger. Supporting components include IMRC
delete, Accufab oval throttle body, Kooks 1-7/8-inch
long-tube headers, 3-inch X-pipe, and a custom 3-inch
exhaust with Hooker Max Flow mufflers. The driveline
is secured by a Performance Automatic Super Comp
C4, Precision Industries 9.5-inch, 4200-stall converter
and an upgraded 8.8-inch rearend with 3.89 gears. It
grips the track with Mickey Thompson ET Street
28x12.5-inch slicks.

Inside the car, Curt elected to use a host of
aftermarket gauges in the Cobra—because
racecar. It is worth noting that the Holley
EFI system will not work with OEM gauges,
so you’ll need a similar setup, Holley’s
touchscreen or a Racepak unit.

Since the boosted Cobra won’t be spraying huge
amounts of nitrous, the basic Sniper kit along
with an NOS bottle warmer were enough to
meet the demand. All of the commands would
be coming from the Holley EFI system.

As you can see in the Holley EFI software, up to 4 stages of nitrous are supported. This boosted
combo only needs one small shot, but the system is still extremely useful in negating other
electronics that would typically be needed like a window switch. The nitrous is set to activate at
5,000rpm and cutoff at 8,000. Though not used initially, timing retard is available as are other
safety features like boost cutoff. At the high end, this motor will only see 75hp of nitrous running
a combo of pump E85 and VP Racing M1 methanol in the 9.5:1 Mod motor. Normally Matt
recommends -2 degrees for every 50hp. Fuel enrichment for the nitrous is set at 35 lb/hr.
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During configuration of the nitrous program you
can set a lean cutoff and rich cutoff as well as the
delay. Matt chose 12.5 and 9.0:1 as the high and
low. In the Inputs box you can simply set the
activation by TPS percentage instead of using a
traditional WOT switch.

The ability to select either power or
ground inputs is one of Matt’s
favorite features of the Holley EFI.
Instead of having predetermined
+12 volt or ground input types, the
dropdown menu allows you to
select input type based on what is
already on the car.

The same philosophy is carried over to the PIN Map, where
Holley allows you to select which wire goes with which sensor.
Here you can see Redline pin mapped the W/M Low Fluid (“H”
for High, used for switch +12v outputs), N20 Pressure (“5” used
for 0-5 volt sensor input), and N20 Enable. The other letters and
numbers correspond to Thermistor type sensor inputs, ground,
inductive speed, and pulse-width modulated (high or ground).

Rather than build an elaborate network of electronics
and wiring, Redline Motorsports was able to integrate
NOS parts into the Cobra’s existing Holley EFI system.
The NOS Sniper universal wet kit (PN 07006NOS) would
be used to augment the boost and provide cooling, with
the fuel solenoid eliminated to use as a dry kit. Fueling
would be done entirely by a Holley EFI Dominator ECU
with dual wideband NTK O2 sensors to command Holley
160 lb/hr injectors and dual 1000cc solenoids for
water/meth injection. An elaborate fuel system is needed
to provide ample volume of E85 to the Aeromotive fuel
rails using an Aeromotive regulator with a -12 AN feed
and -10 return line. On the supply side, two Holley
200gph Dominator billet fuel pumps (PN 12-1800) gulp
fermented corn from an Aeromotive sumped stock fuel
tank. Holley DIS ignition coils were chosen to provide
spark to the NGK BR7EF plugs gapped to .025-inch.

With the shopping list completed and in hand at
Redline’s Bloomington, IL shop, it was time to get to
business. Matt Bell at Redline explained, “As far as setup
for Mod motors, there is a pre-configured setup for the
stock configuration of crank and cam sensors in the
Holley V3 software. Customers must make sure, as with
any tune-up, that the fuel injectors are properly sized

The NOS Sniper universal wet
kit (PN 07006NOS) would be
used to augment the boost and 

provide cooling.
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S O U R C E S

Owner Curt Burrell
checked the intake
temperature in between
runs to make sure the
testing was consistent. 

Matt says, “With the Holley EFI it is very good at
obtaining the target AFR you have chosen and gets
there very quickly and holds the AFR very
consistent.” This graph compares the boost-only pull
to the 125hp shot of nitrous. The blue lines are the
AFR, which you can see overlays very well—even
with the 65 lb/hr of enrichment. Had this been a wet
system, using a fuel jet for enrichment, there would
be many more inconsistencies. For a max effort,
dedicated racecar—this is the only way to fly!

Here are all four runs back to back. With an extra 120hp on tap, Curt later went 9.35 at 148mph
on just his second pass using a 2-second delay—driving 127 miles to the track and foot-braking to
1500rpm. This is one mean street machine! The original intention for this test was to see if a
supercharged application would make more power with a given jet size than naturally aspirated.
Given that this is a non-intercooled boosted setup, one might think that the additional cooling
effects might gain more power. However, the methanol and E85 may have negated those gains.

Using the .40 jet, the Cobra picked up
68hp over the 646-rwhp baseline—just a
few hp shy of the advertised estimation.
They then stepped up to the .51 and .65
jet, picking up 20-30hp each time. On the
first change Matt subtracted one degree of
timing and added 50 lb/hr of fuel, and
then two degrees and 65 lb/hr of fuel on
the second change.
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and specified in the software correctly as well as the
correct MAP sensor, firing order, etc.” From there, the
base map is built based on the compression, camshaft,
type of fuel, power adder, etc. Holley EFI uses lb/hr of
fuel consumption for its fueling calibration. “Some of
the great Holley features and benefits is the fact that
you can internally select whether you want to use
power or ground activation inputs, and then pin map
them accordingly. It also has a lean and rich cutoff built
in to the software as well as a TPS trigger, so you don’t
have to use the ‘old school’ WOT switch. There is a boot
cutoff, too, you can enable if you only wanted the
nitrous up to a specific boost level.” Follow along with
the pictures as we go into greater detail on the Cobra’s
setup with Redline. g
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